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luxor 5 features a return to the series’s old style. you will have to travel through the egyptian desert
in a faster paced game. you will meet new characters, get new weapons and even get a new pet. all
of this in order to help osiris’s wife to be freed from set. to do this, you will have to use egyptian
magic, defeat the enemy, collect artifacts and fight against the desert survival elements that will not
let you die. a sequel to the popular game was released in 2008. this time you must fight against
several enemies in order to save the world from the terrible and evil god set. use your magic powers
of isis to stop the moving spheres before they destroy ancient egypt. the game offers 6 different
world locations and 3 difficulty levels. download luxor 2 right now! the developers in charge of the
project decided to release a sequel of luxor 2. with more levels and bonuses, the game offers a good
value for your money. it's a perfect pick for action addicts who have just finished luxor 1. in the
sequel, the developers added new levels and the graphics have been improved. use your magical
powers of isis to stop the moving spheres before they destroy ancient egypt. the game offers 6
different world locations and 3 difficulty levels. download luxor 2 right now! the sequel of luxor 2 was
announced in 2008. in the game, you can stop the moving spheres from destroying ancient egypt.
use your magical powers of isis to stop the moving spheres before they destroy ancient egypt. the
game offers 6 different world locations and 3 difficulty levels. download luxor 2 right now!
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